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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 The-rationale of this study rests upon four assump-
tions, the first three well evidenced, the fourth a hypothesis
which is the principal focus of the study: (i) society necessar-
ily practices education; (ii) knowledge performs a central role
in education, and a ,concept of knowledge is essential to a con-
cept of education; (iii) American education has been significantly
influenced by the thought of John Dewey, and Dewey derived central
concepts of his thought from the work of Charles Peirce; (iv)
Peirce's original pragmatism may provide some useful concepts
with which to approach current educational questions.

1.11 As Jaeger tells us, in his Paideia, "Every nation
which has reached a certain stage of development is instinctively
impelled to practise education" (16: xiii). In fact, as anthro-
pological findings show, every society in its origins is
impelled to practice education in some more or less formal way,
for a fundamental purpose of education is to develop in oncoming
generations the knowledge necessary that culture, in the anthro-
pologists' sense, may be conserved and that society, as the
organization of interpersonal relations and of the activities
necessary to human life, may satisfy the needs and the desires of
its constituents.

1.12 Few readers would quarrel with the foregoing as an
approximation of the central role of knowledge in the educational
process. Knowledge is the medium, as education is the means, of
enculturation and socialization, and the very stuff of individual
skill, concept, and attitude formation. If this general proposi-
tion is granted, Mien it follows that a concept of knowledge,
implicit or explicit, is prerequisite to or a necessary conlitit-
uent of any concept of education. How one concaves the nature
ofknowledge will (in large part) determine how he will conceive
the shape and content of education.

If one is a radical 'realist', one will believe that there is
a world with a structure there to be known . . . . Learning
will be a kind of conforming of oneself to what is.

If knowing is identified with activity, as it is by the prag-
matists . . . a central stress of education will naturally be
laid upon 'activity methods` (in the widest sense). Experi-
ment, discovery, problem-solving, will be knowledge in action
(23: 33f).

These abbreviated examples represent, t think not unfairly, the
docilnant episteMological influences .on the shape of American
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education.

. The realist position is characteristic of the twenty-five
centuries old Western tradition; to assert 'that X knows that Q'
commits us "also to asserting, or taking it as true, that Q"
(26: 24-see also 25: chaps, XII, XIII, in which Russell summar-
izes the traditonal conceptions of knowledge and truth).

The pragmatic-position, less than a century old, empha-
sizes knowing as process; to assert 'that X knows that Q' is to
ascribe to X an attitude,belief, opinion, or behavioral disposi-
tion relative to Q. Of this knowing process, Charles Peirce said,
"The most that can be maintained is, that we seek for a belief
that we shall think to be true" (5.375)*.

Anglo-American philosophy still widely subscribes to the
traditonal condition on knowledge, and the influence of this view
is discernible in much recent educational theory and criticism.
The pragmatic conception, though less widely and well established,
discernibly has influenced American educational theory, most not-
ably through Dewey's work.

1.13 Dewey's experimentalism is characterized by Dworkin
as the consequence of

The coming together of the evolutionary approach in the
natural sciences, experimental method in the social sciences,
and pragmatism in philosophy--in a world of technological
transformation and in an atmosphere of social and political
reformism (12: 70.

Dewey responded to the rising, reformist Progressive movement by
constructing a theoretical equivalent of it, 'moving from the
more restrictively philosophical enterprises" of James and Peirce
to emphasize social purposes as the focus of philosophical theory
(12: 6). By 1916, in his Democracy and Education, Dewey equated
philoiophy and educational theory (7: 328). This equation of
theoretical and judgment -al activities became a significant char'
acteristic of the Progressive Education movement rallied under
the banner of Dewey's experimentalism.

Dewey and the Progressive Education movement effected a
transformation in the schools "in many ways as irreversible as

All references to Peircess originsl work (23) will observe
the established-, convention of citationz, valute number, decimal
Paint, paragraphtsrustber, The reference Amber of the present
POPDX
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the larger industrial transformation of which they ware) a part"

(5: .30). They shifted the principal focus of educational atten-
tion from the learning to the learner, from the subject matter to

the student. But in the decade following World star II the Pro-
gressive Education Association--the core of the movement--collapsed,
and Dewey's influence declined as a new constellation of philosophic
interests acceded to dominance: the logical analytic "school"
largely generated b,!ussell and Wittgenstein, the emerging lin-
guistic analytic intest, the existentialist re4tilt, and the
revival of interest in Charles Peirce.

1.14 Though William James and Dewey were the dominant
American pragmatists for three decades, and central influences on
American philosophy, with the publication in 1931 of the first
volume of The Collected Papers of Charles Sander Peirce (23), the
attention of the philosophic community turned to the neglected
work of the progenitor of pragmatism. In 1946 the Charles S.
Peirde Society was established. -'In the past two decades a sub-
stantial interpretive literature has appeared, some principal
items of which appear in the reference list of this study. Peirce
became, in many minds, the dominant American philosopher.

If philosophical eminence were measured . . by the extent
to which a man brought forth new and fruitful ideas of radi-
cal importance.then Charles S. Peirce . . . would be easily
the greatest figure in American philosophy. . . . Few are
the genuine contributions; of America to philosophy of.which
the germinal idea is not to be found in some of his stray
papers (4: 260.

Peirce introduced into philosophy a radically new concept
of knowledge which, unlike his contributions to logic, has yet to
take its full effect on our theoretical speculations. Trained as
a mathematician, experienced as a scientific observer, Peirce
constructed in his pragmatism a distinctively methodoleaical
conception of those functions--knowing, meaning, communicating- -
that are the defining conditions of intellectual activity. Dewey

adapted Peirce's pragmatism to the service of his social philos-
ophy and educational theory, with, as Crean noted, probably
irreversible affects on American education. Thus the foundation
of the pragmatic influence on American education is to be found
in Peirce.

1.15 A substantial literature now exists to interpret
Peirce and Dem. Max Fisch's "Draft of a Bibliography of Writ-
ings About C. S. Peirce" comprises twenty-nine closely printed
large octavo pages (21: 486-514). An wally impressiveind
more familiar commentary on Dewey is available. Perhaps the most
accessible criticide-of-Peirce's thought is Collie's excellent
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Peirce veLPLas (/4). The best single overview of Dewey's
VOtk,:,i# I think,. Weigees (15) Dewey's educational ideas have
been 04iciied, interpreted, and not infrequently mangled beyond
recOgnitiOn-.EA .problem; noted by respen§ible commentators and by
DeOeyhi0Silf. Aelatively,little attention has been given to the
Hpostple '4 tion of 'Peirce's thought to educational theory.
&saes reciWpaper, though limited in source and scope, is
excelIekt (21: 51-75), Hasecia't several papers (17, 18, 19) of
a decade past are less satisfactory. I have not found published
the kind of study proposed here.

1.2 Having assumed that a concept of knowledge is a
necessary condition of a concept of education, I will focus my
study on selected central conceptions in Peirce's and Dewey's
epistemologies, to the end that I may make a critical appraisal
of the relative importance of these two pragmatist thinkers with
respect to current educational questions.

1.21 I will compare Peirce's and Dewey's central episte-
mological conceptions as a means to assess the strengths and
weaknesses of the former.

1.22 I will comment on perceived relations between
Peirce's concepts.and some recent and current behavioral research
and theory.

1.23 I will seek to infer how a reinterpreted pragmatism
--in the Peircean line-may contribute to our present thinking on
educational theoretic questions.

2. THE PRAGMATIC CONCEPT

2.1 The problem of knowledge has attracted man's curios-
ity at least since he began systematically to record his thoughts
on the nature of his universe. As I noted above, one concept of
knowledge has dominated Western thought. This is broadly the
case, whether the paradigm of knowledge is the rationalistic
model, mathematics, or the empiricistic model, natural science.

the Western tradition has conceived knowledge principally
in the abstract--that is; not,as someone's knowledge, a dependent
bibiViOral"charaCtiristic, but as a character, faculty, property,
orluality in 'itself, whether of men, of some other posited being,
or of the,tmiverse. In,Charles Peirce's. pragmatism a radically
new conception of,knowledge challenged, the tradition.

Peirce did not deny the tradition, but reoriented it (e.g.,
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see 5.142, on logical and material truth) and transcendA4 its
limitations to recognize two principal characteristics of human
knowledge, that it is fallible and that it is an essentially
evaluative, behavioral process. "Not only is our knowledge . . .

limited in scope," said Peirce, "but it is even more important
that we should thoroughly realize that the very best of what we,
humadispeaking, know [we know) only in an uncertain and inexact
way" (5.587). And further, "all our knowledge rests upon percep-
tual judgments" (5.142) f

The behavioral orientation of pragmatism--its most impor-
tant feature, I think--is clearly signalled in Peirce's character-
ization of the truth of propositions, a characterization very
different from the traditional view. For Peirce the truth of a
proposition consists in the correlation of belief in the proposi-
tion with a disposition to act in a manner that satisfies the
conditions of the proposition (5.375n; see also, 5.438, on mean-
ing or the purport of symbols).

Pragmatism as conceived by Peirce is a method of inquiry,
"of ascertaining the meaning of bard words and of abstract con-
cepts" (5.464), especially of "intellectual concepts . . . upon
the structure of which, arguments concerning objective fact may
hinge" (5.467). But 'objective fact' does not here refer us to
any truth of things in the traditional sense, as Peirce elsewhere
makt clear: ". . . the sole object of inquiry is the settlement
of opinion" (5.375).

Thus Peirce dismissed the traditional supposition that the
aim of knowledge is a true opinion, "for as soon as a firm belief
is reached we are entirely satisfied, whether the belief be true
or false" (5.375).

Though Peirce emphasized the methodological aspect of
pragmatism, the behavioral orientation of the concept permeated
much of his work and established the general character of the
movement which followed after him. This is especially noticeable
in Dewey's work, with its persistent emphasis on doing, acting,
undergoing consequences.

A consequence of the pragmatic "style" is emphasis in
theoretical construction on the process of inquiry and on sign
behavior. For Peirce, belief (or knowledge) is the outcome of
inquiry. For Dewey, knowing is inquiry. And for both men, sign

*This equation is not consistent with all of
ments (of: 10: 7-9, which read very like Peirce and
footnote acknowledging the debt), but the assertion

Dewey's state-
include a
is consistent
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behavior is a preeminent consideration in any conceptualization
of knowing. .

To avoid the confusion--my own, if not the reader's--pos-
sible in the presentation of two closely related but differing
positions, 1 will-first summarize each, then make a critical
appraisal of their significant differences. The summaries given
here are neither mere paraphrases of nor competitors with the
existing commentaries. They represent a selection, relevant to
certain central conceptions--of experience, belief, doubt, inquiry,
inference, and signs- -that form the foundation of pragmatism, pro-
vide a frame of reference for comparison of Peirce's and Dewey's
position, and may be inferentially related to some current educa-
tional questions.

2.2 These central concepts, which largely constitute
Peirce's theory of knowledge, appear in his work in three dis-
tinctive terminologies, each peculiarly suited to express a dis-
tinctive aspect of the knowing process. These differing but
intimately related perspectives can be usefully organized under
three subheads--the conception of inquiry, the conception of infer-
ence, and the conception of signs (after Gallie, 14: 84f). The
conception of inquiry subsumes, virtually as definientia, the
conceptions of experience, belief, and doubt, in a somewhat psycho-
logical perspective. The conception of inference focuses on the
methodological aspects of knowing, taking the physical sciences
as an operational paradigm. The conception of signs is, perhaps,
not strictly a constituent of Peirce's theory sf knowledge, but
its most important corollary, the consequence of Peirce's conten-
tion that "every thought is a sign" (5.253).

2.21 Peirce roughly formulated and named pragmatism about
1870-71 in a brief paper for Metaphysical Club at Harvard.
This first version became the basis for the now standard intro-
ductory papers of 1877 and 1878 (5.358ff, 5.388ff). But as the
theory generated a movement, Peirce felt that his label was being
misapplied (5.414). He coined 'pragmaticism' to distinguish his
original conception from that of James and from popular pragma-
tism, to protect his, conception from the too narrowly "practical"
interpretation others made of it. overage

The 1878 version of the pragmatic maxim reads: "Consider
011111111......110

with Dewey's "last words" on the subject: 'inquiry' is "an equi-
valent of knowing, but preferable as a name because of it freedom
from 'mentalistic' associations" (11: 295). Note that Dewey and
Bentley distinguish 'knowledge' from 'knowing' and equate the
latter with 'inquiry.'

p.m
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what effects, that might conceivably have practical bearings, we

conceive the object of our conception to have. Then, our concep-

tion of those effects is the whole' of our conception of the

object" (5.402) .. In 1905 Peirce restated the maxim "in the indi-

cative mood," to minimize the risk of misreading: "The entire

intellectual purport of any symbol consists in the total of all

general modes of rational conduct whieh, cdnditionally upon all

the possible different circumstances and desires, would ensue

upon the acceptance of the symbol" (5.438). The following year

he wrote an explanatory note on the original version of the maxim:

to counter the mischievous effects of the term 'practical bear-

ings.' The use in the maxim, he said, of five derivatives of

1 conapere' was intended "to show that "I was speaking of meaning

in AO other sense than that of intellectualyurport." Pragmatism

does make "thought ultimately apply to action exclusively--to

conceived action." But this is not equivalent to saying that

thought consists in acts or that the sole purpose of thinking is

action. Rather, pragmatism "makes thinking to consist in the

living inferential metaboly of symbols whose purport lies in

conditional general resolutions to act." (5.402n) That is,

pragmatism makes thinking to consist in the inferential metamor-

phosis of experience into beliefs. Pragmatism is a conceptuali-

zation of that process in which we derive our beliefs, which con-

stitute our habits of action, reaction, and expectation.

2.3 The core of Peirce's conception of knowledge, or

knowing, is his conception of the character and mutual relations

of belief, doubt, and inquiry. And the foundation of his concep-

tion of these is his conceptioof experience, expressed in terms

of his critical commonsensismCw

The idea of the word "experience" was to refer to that which

is forced upon a man's recognition, will -he- hill -he, and

shapes his thoughts to something quite different from what
[without that experiencej they would have been (5.613).

*Since 'pragmaticism' is somewhat awkward: .and appears only.
quite late in Peirce's work, I will use the_better established
'pragmatism,' to be understood here as designating Peirce's theo

**The doctrine of critical commonsensism consists in Peirce's
contention "that we must commence philosophy, like every other
branch of inquiry, froth an examination of our relevant commonsense
beliefs, and then subject these to that general line of criticism
--'fallibilism' Peirce calls it--which the example of the most
.successful scientles suggests" (14: 85). The doctrine is expli-
cated in =the Collected tattl, vol. V, 7)1c. III, ch. 3. .

OI
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Or more briefly put, "experience means nothing but just that of
a cognitive nature whicti the history of our lives has forced upon
us" (5.539).

2.31 Experience, on Peirce's analysis, eventuates in one
of two interrelated conditions of mind, belief or doubt. In the
first case experience is, on reflection, seen to be assimilable
to the existing belief set. Belief is the necessary condition of
our usual volitional behavior. In the second case experience is
seen to be incongruent with existing belief. Doubt is the neces-
sary condition of inquiry.

Peirce held that "there may be no intelligent beings" with-
out beliefs, which proposition put the other way around implies,
that the usual or predominant condition of intelligent beings is
belief (5.318). The condition is characterized by three proper-
ties: we are aware of it, it satisfies doubt, and "it involves
the establishment in our nature of a rule of action, or, say for
short, a habit" (5.397).

Habit is the essential character of-belief. A belief-
habit "puts us into such a condition that we shall behave in some
certain way, when the [relevant] occasion arises" (5.373). A
belief-habit arises from successive similar experiences. This
succession brings us to expect its continuance, that is, to expect
our past and future experience to be consonant. In short, "our
idea of anything is our idea of its sensible effects" (5.401).

Beliefs may be distinguished as practical and theoretical.
A practical belief is instrumental, in the direct sense, as, that
anthracite is a convenient fuel. "A practical belief may . . .

be described as a habit of deliberate behavior" (5.538). -But
deliberate behavior has complex origins; "habits are sometimes
acquired without any previous reactions that are externally mani-
fest" (5.538). We may imagine a stimulus, and in imagination
derive a (seemingly) appropriate reaction. And this process will
result equally in habit, provided that the imaginative reaction
is sufficiently internalized.

Theoretical belief stands further removed from practice,
though "every proposition that is not pure metaphysical jargon
and chatter must have some possible bearing on practice" (5.539).
The bearing of theoretical belief on.practice is exemplified, in
strictorm, in the relation-of statistical tests of significance
to predictive judgments.

Indofar'as theoretical belief is not expectative in the'
strict sense, it is'expectative in aresidual sense. For example,
belief in the--efficacy of the holy sacrament is an expectation of

8
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an effect in the future, a contingent' future the realization of
which in part rests on the efficacy of the sacrament. "Thus,
. even in regard to so excessively metaphysical a matter, the
belief, if there can be any belief, has to involve expectation ac
its very essence" (5.541). And an expectation, whether of the
statistical or metaphysical sort, is a habit. In short, know-
ledge fionsists in our expectative habits with respect to exper-
ience.

If belief is the source of our dispositions and behavior,_

it must have some corrective source with respect to our experi-
ence. This corrective is doubt. We all as children acquire a.'
great many beliefs, largely quite uncritically. As we mature we
increasingly encounter novelties in our environment, incongruent
with our beliefs. We then doubt. We may doubt the accuracy of
our perceptual judgments or we may doubt he validity of our
beliefs, but the essence of the situation is doubt, "an uneasy
and dissatisfied state from whith we struggle to free ourselves
and pass [again] into the state of belief" (5.372).

Doubt may arise from some novelty of experience or from
the conscious exploration of alternatives,-as in scientific
experiment. "However doubt may originate, it stimulates the mind
to an activity which may be slight or energetic, calm or turbu-
lent" in proportion to the significance of the incongruity between
expectation and experience (5.394).

2.32 The activity generated by doubt Peirce named
'inquiry' (5.374). The outcome of inquiry, if it is not aborted,
is belief. But the opinion so to be settled is not that merely
of any individual. What shall be cognized as real and what
illusion must meet a public criterion. Therefore, the satisfac-
tion of doubt requires a method "such that the ultimate conclu-
sion of every may shall be the same. . . . Or would be the same
if inquiry were sufficiently persisted in".(5.384 and n). This
criterion on inquiry is the corollary of Peirce's conception of
truth, "that truth's independence of individual opinions is due
(so far as there is any 'truth') to its being the predestined
result to which sufficient inquiry would ultimately lead" (5.404).

*
Peirce made the distinction between practical and theore-

tical belief0 consist in the involvement of "purpose for]
effort4'namely,that the former is expectant of muscular sensation,
the" latter of sensation not muscular" (5.540). Perhaps a more
serviceable distinction can be achieved holding the distinction
to consitt'in" the extensional expectatiOn of practical'belief and
the intensional expectation of theoretical belief.

9
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Now all our beliefs demonstrably do not satisfy this rigor-
ous criterion. Very many of our beliefs are acquired by commoner
methods which Peirce named the method of tenacity, the method of
authority, and agreeableness to reason (5.377-387). .

Human society demonstrably depends upon a substantial com-
munity of belief; the greater number of least of our public
doubts must be satisfied. The commoner methods of fixing belief
has.each a flaw which must in the long run abort the outcome,
though in the short run these methods are serviceable. For the
critical rases we require a,mathod of inquiry "by which our
beliefs may be determined . . . by something upon which our
[mere] thinking has no effect" (5.384). The method of science,
Peirce held, meets the criterion. Its fundamental hypothesis is
that there are real things, independent of our opinion; those
reals affect our senses according to discoverable principles; and,
though our individual sensations differ as do our relations to
things, yet by means of the discoverable principles we may achieve
a community of opinion.

2.4 Peirce's ground for taking scientific inquiry as
paiadigmatic,of purposeful thinking is that this mode of inquiry'
conforms to the laws of inference, to the traditional laws of
deduction and induction, and to a third order of law, the logic
of hypothesis, which Peirce named 'abduction.'

Peirce modified the traditional conceptions of deduction
and induction. He insisted that, though the conclusion of a
deduction is contained in the premises, the procedure does often
comprise an observational or even an experimental element, Of
induction he noted that it is primarily a testing method, a method
for assembling fair samples as the basis for fair judgments, not
a method for originating knowledge. (14: 95f).

2.41 The distinction of the types of inference turns on
the relation of rule, case, and result. ,"Deduction proceeds from
Rule and Case to Result," induction "from Case and Result to
Rule," abduction "from Rule and Result to Case" (2.712). The
conclusions of hypothetic (abductive) inference cannot be derived
inductively; theyAme."not susceptible of direct observation iii
single cases,I! since it-is the case that we infer. Conversely,
the conclusions of inductive inference cannot be derived hypo-
thetically, "on account .of their generality." So we inductively
infer the law (or rule) of gravitation. Hypothesis might give
the same conclusion for a particular case, "but it never could
Show that the law was universal" (2,714).

The form of hypothesis is given by the following schema:

a
3.0
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The surprising fact, C, is observed;
But if A were true, C would be a matter of course,

Alence,-there is reason to suspect that A is true (5.189).

The schema presents two features of hypothesis that represent its
principal importance. First, the conclusion of a hypothetic infer-

ence is tentative and contingent. A hypothesis opens a new line

of thought; it is the distinctively creative form of inference.
Second, a hypothetic inference is only one step toward belief.
Pragmatism, taken as an exposition on the admissibility of hypo-
theses, "requires that every genuine hypothesis shall be such
that there can be deduced from it consequences which can be
tested induct_ , i.e., experimentally" (14: 99).

Now we may understand Peirce's conceiving inference as the

essential cognitive function. Hypothesis serves to interpret
(recognize) experience; deduction serves to project consequences;
induction serves to generalize, i.e., to test the range of appli-

cability of cognitions. All purposive thought, Peirce held,

follows the same pattern--the interdependent interaction of the
three types of inference. That is, purposive thought consists in
the formation and exercise of habits of inference.

2.42 Inferences may be further classified as to the
degree of deliberateness of control. Reasonings are our most
deliberate and controlled inferences, in which the relevant pre-
mises and applicable principles are consciously present. Acrit-

ical inferences are a 'ore everyday sort, in which the premises
and principles are not (usually, or largely) explicit. (5.440)

The third class are "init. Ily exactly analogous to inferences
excepting only that tney are unconscious and therefore uncontrol-
lable and therefore not subject to criticism" (5.108). The para-

digm of the third class is perceptual judgment--e.g., of color,
shape, number, and spatial and temporal relations.

The essential feature of Peirce's conception of inference
is habit, that is, consistent patterns of inference. But if our

knowledge is the outcome of habits of inference, and there are no
indubitable factual first premises, as Peirce insisted, what. is
the connection between.the "hard facts" of experience and our

knowledge? Peirce answered that-perceptual judgments, though
logically analogous to hypotheses, function as uninferred premises,
since the prior premises and principles upon which perceptual .

judgments depend are unconscious in the action-of perception.

-2.43. The explicit intent .of Peirce's conception is, that
ell 'our- inferences are !fallible. -Our!perceptuaI judgment and
acritical.inferences-aremotoriously fallible. A deductive" proof,

however forrdally correct, may be fallible becaUse the warrant of
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its conclusion requires, in addition to the Explicit premises,
further premises so habitual that we fail to make them explicit.
Induction at most achieves a.high probability of the validity of
its conclusion. And hypothesis, since it is neither general nor
necessary, is essentially fallible.-

Peirce's analysis of inference is not a description of any
felt or postulated mental process; it is a conception of the fact
of cognitive processesthat we do make assertions, for which we
do offer warrants, which warrants.we (usually) intend to be such
that their expression could persuade other men to the same conclu-
sion. This conception led Peirce to assert that "all thought
whatsoever is a sign, and is mostly of the nature of language"
(5.421). That is, thought is essentially communication.

Peitce's sign theory is not strictly necessary to his
pragmatism, which can be taken as a logical rule related to the
conceptions of inquiry and inference. But much of the richness
ofTeirce's thought, his creative and largely independent con-
struction of pragmatism as a general philosophic frame of refer-
ence, would thereby be lost, as would some of the relation to
Dewey's later sign theory. Peirce's conception of signs is extra-
ordinarily complex. I will limit my exposition to its principal
general features.

2.51 Peirce's primary intent was to discover and formulate
a common property or-characteristic of signs that should serve as
the logical differentkof all sign-behavior. The unique charac-
teristic he posited is triadic structure; a sign (i) stands for
an object (ii) to an interpretant (iii). This formulation vio-
lates our common-sensical, and-traditional philosophical, dispo-
sition to conceive the sign-object relation as dyadic. But con-
sider the fact.(or event) expressed by 'A give B to C.' This can
not be expressed dyadically, since 'gives to' presumes a giver,
a given, and a receiver; the.action expressed is irreducibly tri-
adic. And the consideration holds for events expressed in the
more general form 'A signifies B to C.' Nor is the argument
aborted by apparently dyadic expressions--'A, means B'; 'C con-
ceives A'since these, if they are meaningful, likely are ellip-
tical for 'AP/means B to and 'C conceives-A as B.' :(after
14: 116). .

The insight exhibited in the postulate of triadic struc-
ture is socommon-sensical, once stated, one wonders that this
whole line -of. thought did not appear very much-earlier than-it

did.. We infer- the existence of -a mind principally from certain
behavior--the use orand response to'signs.. That is, we infer'
thought froM.the evidence of ,action (including the action of

reporting a disposition to:act). 'Or to take Peirce's judgment,
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. just as we say that a body it in motion, and not that
motion is in a body we. ought to say that we are in thought and
not that thoughts are in us" (5.289n).

2.52 A further characteristic of signs stressed by Peirce
is that aa.interpretant always standt in the same triadic rela-
tion to the object as does the original sign. That is, the inter-
pretant (at least potentially) always stands as a sign to a fur-

ther interpretant. The point here'is not to postulate a neces-
sary infinite progression, which Peirce recognized is absurd

(1.541 '02210. Rather, he called 'attention to the capacity of
signs to generate relitiont, and to generate alternative rela-
tions. Thus a given sign may generate alternatively an emotional
interpretant, a logical interpretant, or a habit change either of
association or dissoCiation (5.4750. And since no two persons

have identical experience, the generative capacity of a given
sign is theoretically infinite. Conversely, every sign is essen-

tially incomplete.

2.53 In short, Peirce saw in signs a characteristic con-
cordant with the fallibiliam he posited of inferences; "in gener-
al every sign in a phase in a....ionversation to which there can be
no necessarily last term" (14: 27).

Suppose a farmer,. an agronomist, and a grain buyer stand
together looking across the farmer's acres of growing wheat.
Without belaboring the details, one could assume that the three
men's perceptions would differ, consistently with their different
backgrounds and intentions. The men's perceptions stand as signs
which, supposing they have gathered to discuss or decide some
matter, will be interpreted in further signs, which they will
express to one another. These expressed interpretants will
likely vary widely among the men. It is no mere fiction to sup-
pose that their cognitions might be mutually exclusive.

Peirce insistently maintained that common-sensical
examples like the foregoing, if sufficiently elaborated from
rigorous observation, would quite adequately exhibit the princi-
pal features he posited of thought processes and sign...behaviors.
It, illustrative 'trio come together, each with well-establiihed
habits of cognition and perception, each with well- established
particular interests. .The perceptual judgments they make; the
cognitions they derive, and the conversation and actions those
cognitions adiit of will likely exhibit (theoretically) predict-
able differences that may be adequately accounted for on the
pragmatic model.

The- "behavioral orientation of Peirce's thought
derived in part; Certainly, from his very wide study in the
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physical and behavioral sciences, but also in- part from the his-

torical accident of his birth date. As he commented, he was
"about 21 when the Orrin of Species appeared" (5.64). The impli-
cations for Ohtlosopbt of the eVolutionaty toncept appear through-
out his work. As -a reigult of his scientific studies and his

acceptance of the evoluttdfl*ry concept (is he understood it),
Peirce took thought and communication as epentially
characteristics of human behavior (5.433).

The whole direction of Peirce's work, including the tech-
nical by-ways he explored, is to construct a philosophy of human
behavior, a broad philosophical psychology.

While there may be--I would say there arenormative
implications in Peirce's pragmatitm, his intent clearly was to
construct a set of concepts of our moist important collations
adaptive chstacteristics: our knowledge, our means to it, and
the principal vehicle of it. "This conception of knowledge and
inquiry [and sign-behavior), when viewed as a systematic whole
constitutes one of the most impressive of American contributions
to philosophy" (28: 93). It is a rigorous conception, constantly
referred back to the observable characteristics of human behavior
from which the conceptions mere inferred.

Peirce's thought was parent to many of the most familiar
features of Dewey's philosophy, to which I now will turn.

Comment. The following sections of this report will be
necessarily only sketches of my intentions for the completed

thesis. Because my preferred working style is sequential, not
concurrent, and because my study has been unavoidably' interrupted
by other demands on coy time, the analysis of Dewey's thought,
the comparative appraisal with Peirce, and further comments exist
only in quite rough form. Therefore, sections 3, 4, and 5 will
be of the order of extended sentence outlines, lacking the detail
of sections 1 and 2.

*The relation of the evolutionary concept to Peirce's
thought' is' not unambiguous. rtiiI1 comment on this matter in

section S.
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3. THE EXPERIMENTALIST CONCEPT

3.1 The selective summary here of Dewey's epistemological

conceptions is intended to provide a critical bridge from pragma-

tism "proper" <that- is, Peirce's) to educational theory. I will

discuss-those-aspects of Dewey's thought that are most nearly

equivalent to the central conceptions of Peirce's -pragmatism.

The equivalences are not exact, of course, but the matter of prin-

cipal interest are thit differences within the similarities of

pragmatist 'atmt experimentalist epistemology,

3.2 Dewey's conception of experience is at once, similarly

to Peirce's, commonsensist and, dissimilarly, particularized by

Dewey's postulation of two pervasive characteristics of experience.

Experience is not only or largely or even most importantly intel-

lectual; experience is the pervasive characteristic of "the inter-

action of live creature and environing conditions . . . involved

in the very process of living" (6: 35). Experience is "had"

before it is cognized. ". . . the theory that all experience is

a mode of knowing . . . . goes contrary to the facts of what is

primarily experienced." (9: 21)

3.21 From such considerations Dewey derived the two post-

ulated characteristics of experience, which are central-to his

entire conception. First, he postulated that experience is
"transactional." The intent of this term is to call attention to

the continuity of experience, "to the effect that there are units

(of experienceJ which can of course be broken apart for purposes

of analysis but not for any other reason" (15: 16). The commoner

word, 'interaction,' Dewey held, "is undoubtedly the source of

much of the more serious difficulty in discussion" of knowing and

knowns (11: 296). The term "already has begged the question of

continuity, for it assumes that some things have indeed been set

apart, the problem now being to put them together again" (15: 16).

The transactional concept is taken from the model of coat

merce--buying-selling, lending-borrowing. It is equally appro-

priate to _a wide range of similarly logically paired relations--

parent*childi husband-wife, means- ends - -that are, characterized by

continuity, the,feature Of experience Dewey stressed (15: led).

3.22 Second, Dewey distinguished experience "at large"

end singular experience. Generic experience is often inchoate,

ambiguoud," or aborted.'

In contrast .

experienced- runs

work is finished

. we have In experience when. the material

its 'course to ulfillment. . A Piece of

. -; a problei receives its solution; a
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situation . . . is so rounded out that its close is a consum-

'mation and not a cessation. Such an experience is a Whole
.-and carries with it its own individualizing quality and self-

sufficiency. It is an experience (6: 35).

This "indiVidualizing quality" of an experience is a felt unity,

pervasive despite variations in the constituent elements of the

experience. I say the unity is "felt" because Dewey's conception

seems more pervasive than alternative adjectivel--e.g., 'existen-
tial,' saffective'--usually.are taken to admit. That pervasive, -

feIP: unity, Dewey held, is esthetic quality; . an experience

. . . has its own esthetic quality. It differs from thoke exper-

iences that are acknowledged to be esthetic, butt' in its
materials" (6: 38, italics added).

Though I here give only the barest outline of Dewey's con-

ception of experience, and.the corollary conceptions of the trans-

actional and esthetic character of experience, the importance of

these concepts for Dewey's thought is maximal. As Geiger noted,

"'experience' is the very signature of Dewey's philosophy" (15: 19).

And the transactional character of experience is the leitmotiv

of Dewey's experimentalism.

3.3 The conception of knowledge to which Dewey's career

brought him was, as I noted earlier, in some respects similar to

Peirce's. The opening chapter of the Logic (10) uses 'knowledge,'

'belief,' 'doubt,' 'inquiry' in ways already familiar in Peirce.
Dewey commented, "The readers who are acquainted with the logical
writings of Peirce will note my great indebtedness to him in the

general position taken" (10: 9n). And the general position with
respect to the meaning and the relations of the epistemological

vocabulary is very like Peirce, in much of Dewey's writing. But

in the paragraph to which the acknowledgment above is a footnote
Dewey already. exhibits the differences of his position.

"&mmaedge,,as an abstract term," Dewey said, "is a name
for the product of. competent inquiries." But this product is not

fixed or absolute. Knowledge is the outcome of inquiry into exper-
ience; experience is ongoing, a continuum; inquiry is therefore
"a continuous, process in every field with which it is engaged."

AIO: 8). And because the knowledge situation is thus fluid and
only temporarily"settled, "the term 'warranted assertion' is pre-
ferred to the terms belief and knowledge" (10: 9). The word
'belief,' even more than the word 'knowledge,' suffers from a
historically engendered ambiguity now irreversibly habituated in

our language, Dewey held.

Dewey was -so concerned to avoid in his position the now
inherent ambiguity of the word 'knowledge ' that he finally was

16
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not satisfied even to.substitute 'knowing.' In his last book he
nominated.'inquiry' as the generic epistemological term. "It is
an equivalent of knowing," he said, "but preferable as a name
because of its freedom from 'mentalistic' associations" (11: 295).
It is "a strictly transactional name," he held.

This and similar assertions about other items in the "trial
group of names" in Knowing and the Known demonstrate the central-
ity of the transactional concept to Dewey's thought. In Knowing
he proposes 'transaction' as a name foi "the knowing-known taken
as one process"'(11: 304). He identifies 'transaction' with
"doings, proceedings, dealings," and 'interaction' with (ideally)
"reciprocal action or influence of persons or things on each
other" (11: 306n). Elsewhere, especially in the discussion of
interaction and transaction (114 103-118), the notion of reciproc-
ity seems in some sense also attached to transaction. Admittedly,
the discussion focuses analytically on naming-knowing and named-
known as aspects of fact.

If we tura to the Logic, as perhaps the final systematic
theoretical development of Dewey's career, we find the following
definition of inquiry:

Inquiry is the controlled or directed transformation of an
indeterminate situation into one that is so determinate in its
constituent distinctions and relations as to convert the
elements of the original situation into a unified whole
(10: 1040.

Competent inquiry, under this formulation, results in "the estab-
lishment of an objectively unified existential situation" (10: 105).

3.31 For Peirce's conception of novelty or surprise as a
condition of inquiry, Dewey substitutes the concept of the indeter-
minate situation. Dewey's concept is more inclusive than Peirce's,
consistent with his special postulations on the character of
experience. The indeterminate situation is "in terms of actual-,
tty instead of potentiality . . . uncertain, unsettled, disturbed."
But it is not merely these; it is "uniquely qualified in its very .

indeterminateness . 4.* which makes that situation to be just
and only the,situation it Ili" (10: 105).

The, indeterminateness of the situation consists in the
situation. The doubt or confusion is in the situation and no
in us. Doubt: that'is merely personal and "not relative to sdme
existential situation" is pathological. (10: 106).

The indeterminate situation institutes (or constitutes) a
problem. The situation.as such is precognitive. The recognition

17
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or judgment:of a situation as problematical: is the first step of
inquiry, and on my reading of Dewey's analysis the onset of cogni-
tion (10: 107). .Thus inquiry is, to state it simplistically,
essentially problem solving.- HoWever, Dewey't conception is very
complex, not at all simplistic, and the name--'problem solving'- -

may be misleading.

3.4 The function of inquiry on the indeterminate situation
is judgment, or determination or resolution, that establishes the
"objectively unified existential situation." This judgment, is
only a warranted assertion, dependent on the objective situation.
The predicational (i.e., conceptual and rational) content of
judgments are hypotheses; "in their more comprehensive forms they
are theorie0'(10: 132). The transactional, situational charac-
ter of inquiry 'and judgment "entail the conclusion that all know-
ledge as grounded assertion involves mediation" (10: 139). The
mediating functions in warranted assertion are inference, and
rational discourse.

3.41 Dewey's early conception of inference is fairly
traditional: induction is inferential, as distinguished from
deduction, which involves proof. Induction "aims at pushing.out
the frontiers of knowledge" (8: 209f). This contention contrasts
with Peirce's characterization of inference, though in the same
volume Dewey seems to assume some similarity between his concep-
tion and Peirce's. The similarity seems to consist principally
in their both taking inference as a mediating function.

-3.42 In the later Logic Dewey gives a stronger character-
ization of inference as mediating; inference does not, he held,
exhaust logical functions or determine exclusively all logical
forms, even if proof, "in the sense of test," is taken in connec-
tion. The resolution of indeterminateness consists in the satis-
faction of an end-in-view; to this inference is subordinate, "a
necessary but not a sufficient condition of warranted assertion."
(10: 157f)

C-

Dewey also makes a strong distinction between inference
and "reasoning as ordered discourse. . . . the movement of infer-
ence cannot be identified with that of rational discourse without
radical doctrinal confusion" (10: 277). The movement of inference
is guided by generic proposition--distinctions of kind. The move-
ment of discourse is guided by universal propositions--distinctions
of operations; The relation between generic and universal prop-
ositions is conjugate,' thus, "no grounded generic propositions
can be formed.save as they are the products of the performance of
.operations indicated as possible by universal propositions" (10:
275) ,
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Inference consists in the discrimination and conjunction
of qualities determining kind, of what conditions are related and

how. Discourse is concerned with the'derivation of implicatory

relations. Inference is concerned with existential "involvement,"
discourse with "logical implication" (10. , 279). "rhe functional

correspondence . . . [of] generic and universal propositions, sig-

nifies . . . that they represent cooperative division of function
in the inquiry which transforms a problematic situation into a
resolved and unified one." Inference and discourse are the inter-

mediary, cooperative phases of inquiry. (10: 280)

Thus we could interpolate into the. definition of inquiry.
above (p. 17) that it is "transformation of an indeterminate sit-

uation . . . controlled and directed" cooperatively by the exis-
tential determination of inference and the implicative determina-
tion of rational discourse.

3.5 The distinction Dewey made between inference and

discourse, between existential and implicative relations, makes

sign theory an important consideration for him. He gave an

example in the Logic: A person convicted in a court of law as a

criminal accomplice "is [one] so involved with the principals as

to be involVed in the consequences of the crime"--an existential

relation. But the involvement of the convicted accomplice in

penal consequences, in specifically retributive consequences,
"results only because of the definitions of 'crime,' 'principal,'

and 'accomplice' instituted in a given legal [conceptual] system"

--an implicative relation. The implicative propositions of the
legal system. determine whether a given instance of behavior is

criminal, and whether that of principal or accomplice, with
respect to specific retributive consequences. (10: 279f)

The criminal-legal example is an apt illustration for

Dewey's conception of signs. From the early ,Essays to the late

Logic, and Knowing, Dewey's conception of signs is closely tied

to the notion of constituting evidence, of the whatever-it-is of

experience constituting evidence for existential inferences and

of implicative relations.

3.51 In the early development of Dewey's sign conception,
the notion of constituting evidence-was uppermost. For example,

.in -the index of the Rem, 'sign' is referenced to 'evidence'

and 'symbol' does not appear. At the sites indexed undue
Pavidence' one finds the discussion turning principally di: the
meanings oflsign,"symbol,' and 'perception' (8: 36, 39ff, 226,

260, 392, 403), and 'evidence' if; cross-referened to 'inference.'
The discussion generally bears clearly the pragmatic stamp.

1! 1
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The conception in the. Logic of sign and related notions is
more rigorously developed than in the Essays. In the later work
the distinction of 'sign' and 'symbol' is early made quite expli-

cit. Dewey said, "I prefer to mark the difference by confining
the application oflign to so-called 'natural signs'--employing
3.1..2o2. to designate 'artificial signs" (10: 51). The represen-
tation of a sign consists in the significance of its "observed
qualities," that of a symbol in its "meaning carried by language
in a system." Or to put the distinction more strictly, the
representative function of a sign is its gignificance, that of
a symbol its marina (10: 53). The perception of smoke signals
one's attention to the combustion of which the smoke is a pro-
duct. The perception of 'smoke' signals one's attention to the
-perception of smoke,. or to light his pipe. The illustration,
paraphrased from Dewey, is overly simple: but underscores the
distinction adequately.

The point is that signs and symbols relate to different
modes of behavior.- Signs "are evidence of 'the existence of
something else, this something being at the time inferred rather
than observed." Symbols are the objective content of "ordered
discourse or reasoning 4r Ideas as ideas, hypotheses as
hypotheses, would not exist were it not for symbols and mean-
ings as distinct from signs and significances." (10: 52f)

3.52 The nature or manner of relation is specified, in
the Logic, "to deal with the ambiguity of the word as it is used
not merely in ordinary speech but in logical texts." Symbols
relate to syMbols directly, to existence through the mediation
of "existential operations." Existences are related "in the
evidential sign- signified function." Dewey proposed to reserve
'relation' to the interaction of symbol-meaningi; he nominated
'reference' to designate the relations of symbols to existence,
and "connection (and involvement) to designate that kind of
relation sustained by things to one another in virtue of which
inference is possible." (10: 54f)

3.53 Dewey's final formulation of his coact. `ion of know-
ledge appears in Knowing and the Known (11), written with Arthur -

F. Bentley, published in 1949, three years before Dewey died.
This last work carries forward the conceptions formulated in the
Essays (8) and in the !eats (10), now elaborated in an
analytical critique of the language used to express conceptions
of the knowledge process. The key block of this structure is the
transactional concept. .

- The transactional is in_fact.the point of view which system-
atically proceeds upon the ground that knowing is co-opera-
tive and as such.is integral with communication. . It
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treats knowledge as .itself inquiry--as a goal within inquiry,
not as a terminus outside or beyond inquiry (11: vi).

On the transactional view, knowing and knowns are inseper-
able, except for the explicit purposes of analysis; they are
"twin aspects of common fact" (11: 53). And fact is "the cosmos

being known through naming by organisms, themselves among
its phases" (11: 294). Fact is knowings-knowns, as distinguished
from alleged independent reels or merely mental reports.

Fact may be analytically distinguished as event--the form
of the known--and designs, tin- -the

event
of knowing. But a desig-

nation is itself an event, and an event is designational. The
circularity here is explicitly accepted--indeed, insisted upon--
by Dewey and Bentley, as essential to explaining "world-being-
known-to-man-in-it" (11: 63).

The concept of designation, as elaborated by Dewey and
Bentley, is a sign theory, "an evolutionary scheme of behavioral
sign processes" (11: 64), in which 'behavior' is taken "to cover
all adjustmental activities of organism-environment, without
limiting the word . . . to overt outcomes of physic?/ or physio-
logical processes" (11: 149). The word 'sign' is applied to 'the
entire range of behavioral activity," distinguished from physio-
logical activity. Sign activity is distinguished as signal,
name (or designation), and symbol. awl is the minimal level
of the evolution of sign activity, the level of"perceptions,
manipulations, habituations, adaptations, etc. . . (adapting
the word from Pavlov's frequent usage)." Name is the level of
"organized language ... . employed as sign." Symbol is "an
advance beyond naming," "a later linguistic development of sign,
forfeiting specific designatory applications to gain heightened
efficiency in other ways"--as in mathematical language. (11: 71-
74, 303)

Name, or designation, is further distinguished, in an
ascending hierarchy of specificity, as cue, characterization, _Ind
specification. Cue is "the most primitive language behavior,"
minimally communicative in contrast with signalr including cries,
expletives, interjectLons, "or other casually practical communi-
cative convenience (11: 156f).

.Characterizationa is the principal linguistic form of sign,
developed out of the clustering of cues--"i.e., through the growth
of language." Characterization "makes up almost all of our daily
conversation"; it is ordinary language. Specification is the
further refinement of language "that develops when inquiry gets
down to close hard work";.it is namings appropriate for the pur-
poses of research. (11: 159, 162) Specification presents "the
scientific object . . . that which exists"(11: 165).

21
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4. AN APPRAISAL

4.1 Charles Peirce graduated from Harvard University in
1659, the year of John Dewey's birth. Separated in time by nearly
a generation, these two thinkers are further separated in thought,
despite their commonalities, by significant differences in the
foundations of their philosophic positions. If a man's thought
can be fairly said to bear the stamp of a single philosophical
antecedent, then by explicit admission Peirce is descended from
Kant, Dewey from Hegel. This descent-may account for, in consid-
erable part, the realism of Peirce's critical commonsensism and
the "idealism" of Dewey's transactionalism.

This difference in the. foundations of their positions, and
the specific character of the difference, implies the differences
of particular conceptions which follow, so to speak, from the
foundational assumptions. Thus, on each of the principal concept-
ual elements of their epistemologies, Peirce and Dewey display a
characteristic difference of formulation.

4.11 A critical difference is Dewey's transactionalism,
and his insistence that interaction concepts are inherently mis-
leading. Dewey--and his explicator, Geiger--employ unarguably
transactional examples to exhibit the transactional concept.
Thus, Geiger claims that 'interaction' begs the question, "for
it assumes that some things have indeed been set apart, the prob-
lem now being to put them together again" (15: 16). But a slight
alteration of the statement can shift its focus considerably: An
interaction concept assumes that some things are discriminable,
the problem being to explain their connections and relations--
e.g., in the case of the knower and the known. The aLered state-
ment has the virtue of not assuming that the relation is recip-
rocal. Thus, we need not avast any mutual or reciprocal
effects in, say, the case of one's pezceiving a stone. To take
a specific example from Dewey (11: 133), consider the case of
the hunter, the hunted, and the hunting. Dewey is correct, no
doubt, in seeing this case as transactionalfor most instances

since the analytically distinguishable terms are interdefined,
and in (most) actual cases the effects are certainly reciprocal.
But what of the hunter of unicorns? I think the transactional
analysis, as Dewey gives it, cannot handle this case.

The principal disadvantage of the transactional concept is
displayed in the event in which one or more elements of the sub-
ject-relation-object triad is illusory, imaginary, or symbolic.
The transactional concept has considerable merit to the extent
that it draws attention to the reciprocity of effect in much of

.

our experience, particularly of interpersonal or social experience.

inownowerP
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But t submit that to generalize the transactional to all experience,
or more particularly to all knowing, is More misleading than in the
alleged (or actual) ambiguity of the interaction concept. Dewey.
seems to merely rule out the possibility of rendering the inter-
action concept precise, without in fact exhausting the alternative
means to that goal.

Peirce's pragmatism does not encounter the transactional
problem; he is content with the interaction concept, though not
without noting the importance of reciprocity of effect in a sub-
stantial portion of knowing. Certainly his notion of the commun
ity of knowers (see, e.g., 5.311) encompasses the transaction
concept in an important respect, as does his characterization of
person and society (5.421). Being commonsensist in his assump-
tions, Peirce takes the knower as epistemologically primary.
Dewey makes relation priMary, as his explicit rejection of mind
postulates shows (11: 56, 94, et passim). Peirce characterizes
society as "a sort of loosely compacted person, in some reletsts
of higher rank than the person of an individual organism" (5.421,
italics added). Dewey rejects the concept: ". . . a derivation
of the [individual] from the [social] would . . . be much simpler
and more natural than an attempt to produce a social by joining
or otherwise organizing presumptive individuals" (11: 142). Yet,
as Peirce noted (5.52ff), one of our firmest perceptual judgments
is "a double consciousness at once of anew! and aim:no,
directly acting upon each other." Here the watershed summit
between pragmatism and experimentalism is clear (though one must
admit that the implications cf the distinction are not everywhere
realized either in Dewey or Peirce).

4.2 This divergence on the primacy of the individual con-
strains Peirce's and Dewey conceptions of experience. Pragmatism
is at base a theoretical explanation of the derivation of mean.
ings by individuals and aggregates or communities of individuals.
Peirce's conception of experience is a commonsensist explication
of the contribution of experience to meanings, and thus to belief.
He explicitly limits the pragmatic theoretical formulation to
"intellectual concepts." Dewey rejects the word 'meaning' as
"so confused that it is best never used at all" (11: 297). For
Peirce experience is "just that of a cognitive nature which the
history of our lives has forced upon us" (5.539). Dewey would
apply the word 'experience' 'when a name is wanted to emphasize
the inter-connectedness of all concerns, affairs, pursuits, etc.

" (11: 286). Additionally, Dewey imposes an "esthetic"
criterion on an experience--a distinction Peirce does not make
within the pragmatism proper.

4.3 With respect to the conception of inquiry, Dewey
acknowledges his debt to Peirce in the realm of logical
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formulations (10: 9), but the theoretical differences are perhaps
more critical than the similarities. Dewey_finally arrived at
tht position that 'inquiry' is the proper (i.e., appropriate)
name for knowing, a position foreshadowed though not explicit in
his early writings. Peirce precisely distinguished between the
process ofinquiry and its outcome in belief. Dewey placed the
origin of inquiry in the problematic situation. Peirce saw
doubt as the stimulus to inquiry. At this level the two concep-
tions are not radically different; the differences are subtle.
For example, Peirce held that belief--the resolution of doubt--
can be attained, and often i,.by non-pragmatic and largely non-
systematic means. For Dewey, the resolution of the problematic
situation is either a (presently) warranted assertion or an
appropriate behavior. or, of course, both of these. For Peirce,
the resolution of doubt is belief, "whether the belief be true
or false" (5.375).

4.4 A further divergence between pragmatism and experi-
mentalism appears in the conception of inference. -Peirce con-
structed pragmatism in part as a method for determining the
admissibility of hypotheses; the case rests principally on the
concept of.abduction and its intimate relations to deduction
and induction as, respectively, systematic and experiential tests
on hypotheses. The abductive concept does not appear in Dewey's
work; he speaks of the "hypothetical-deductive" stage of inquiry
as intermediate with respect to "the initial and terminal stages
[of inquiry] . . . (concerned with existential observations)"- -
which stages he appears to characterize as inductive (10: 427f).

While both Peirce and Dewey conceive inference as a
mediating function, the intent of the two conceptions seems radi-
cally different. Peirce's account of inference, as Gallie comments(14: 108), is not in the strict sense a description of thought.
Peirce attempted to explain the mature of thought by means of a
conceptual analysis of the exprebsion of thought, its public
aspect--thus his contention that "all thought whatsoever is a
sign, and is mostly of the nature of language" (5.421). Dewey's
conception of inference subserves his unique "nominalism," theknowing- naming concept (most noticeably in the sign theory), in a
manner that leads tae to conclude that he "ontologizes" naming, or
perhaps more accurately, "nominalizes" ontology. Neither position
is understood fully, nor is the contrast of them, without taking
into account the sign theory.

4.5 The-summaries, of Peirce's and Dewey's sign theories
(sec. 2.5, 3.5)'may give the impression that Dewey"s is the more
elaborate. The contrary is the case; Peirce's fully elaborated
theory, of signs is enormously complekperhaps unnecessarily so.
But the, aspects of Peirce's scheme crucial to the understanding
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of.pragniatiSdrate-nclitli.ound-to'the"-fully-elzibarathrtheory.
DeweeisigiithedriiIiven iii the giiowiri it;'relative
Peirce's; cOMpaCt:'-713fit itis-all'of a piece; e.g,; tfie'elabora-
tion-af'deeignation'iS'eruciali-because in Dewey's theoretieal
structure event- And designation are only aspects of the same
SWIM-

Vhere for Peirce- reality is the independent "non-age
something about which we come by various means to have beliefs,
for Dewey (though he would not use the word 'reality') it is the
event-designation;" Thus, Peirce's sign theory is independent

of ontology; Dewey's is not.

. 4.51 Peirces primary intent in the sign theory is to
formulate a logical differentia of sign-behavior, principally
human sign-behavior. This concept precisely distinguishes
functionally between sign and signficate, a distinction Dewey.
confuses by his insistence that event and designation are aspects
of the same thing only analytically distinguishable.

Though Dewey's signal, name, and symbol bear superficial
resemblance to Peirce's -icon, index, and symbol, Dewey's theory
does not recognize the power of Peirce's concept of the triadic
structure of signs, though the latter is clearly a conceptualiza-
tion of the form of knowing, which Dewey claimed his designation-
sign concept also to be. This oversight in Dewey's theory surely
follows from his holding that event (object, in Peirce's scheme)
is only analytically distinguishable from event-designation taken
together as fact. Peirce's scheme has at least the virtue of
allowing a perceptual judgment on an event for which the observer
has yet, no sign--i.e., no cognitive equivalent. And this crit-
icism suggests a further and significant weakness in Dewey's
argument.

If event-designation are formal equivalents, and on Dewey's
account, I take it, virtually simultaneous, I am hard put to see
how an abductive hypothesis--which, significantly, predicts, an
event--can be derived. Yet Peirce's account of abduction is a
conceptualization of behavior that does in fact occur.

4.6 .In short, I submit that Peirce's conception, whether
wholly supportable or not, does comprise the behavior we usually
subsume under the term 'knowledge'; in an important respect
Dewey's conception does not.. Any minimally adequate epistemology
must at least account for the three levels of inference and their
relation that Peirce identified--within some scheme not necessar-
ily Peirce's- -and must either not do violence to our common cogni-
tions of cognition or clearly explain why the'viOlende is done,
as in Peirce's explanation of the triadic structure of signs.
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-PUGHATISK AND EDUCATIONAL THEORY .

5.1 As must-be evident now to the reader, Dewey's role in
tilts-study has been. uncomfortably near that of straw man. This
was my-intent,,for reasons given in the introduction; i.e.,
Dewey did influence American educational theory significantly,
and the .principal sources of influence from his philosophical
position were derived from Peirce. The question now remains,
what are the' implications of pragmatism for educational theory?
Or to put the question more accurately, what likely fruitful
relation can one discern between pragmatism and educational
theory? An answer can only be sketched here. The answer com-
prises the relation of certain central aspacts of the pragmatic
conception of knowing to the conception of education, and the
relation of one corollary of the pragmatic view to some recent
and current developments in psychology that can contribute to
educational theory.

5.2 We can generally agree that, at least in open socie-
ties, education at one or more of its levels performs three prin-
cipal functions: cultural conservation, development of individual
learning skills and knowledge, and development of new knowledge
which (mostly) has inngyative consequences for society. That
last phrase is a deliberate hedge against entering here the argu-
ment whether education properly plays a direct innovative role in
social evolution.

5.21 To the extent that the above listed are central
functions, whether explicitly or implicitly, education is a cen-
tral function of social evolution. One can then ask" hether an
evolutionary conception.of the behavioral processes comprised by
education mightte a fruitful approach to the conception of edu-
cation. I have in mind a social analogue of 'Darwinian and post-
Darwinian conceptions of physical evolution. The approach is
not original, as Campbell's paper (3) on Popper's evolutionary
epistemology shows. Campbell comments on the Lamarkian evolu-
tionary.concept which he seems to take as imbedded in pragmatism
(3: 39ff). I would suggest that the Lamarkian concept is
attached to Peirce's scheme, but not necessarily imbedded in it.
That is, the "tendency to habit" can be read as an epistemologies
cal principle, without metaphysical or cosmological intent, in
which case Campbell's charge of anthropomorphism is irrelevant,
his, charge of mentalism only a theoretical bias.

We can take Peirce's own contention that the pragmatic
concept is primarily a conceptual model of the knowing process,
without also committing ourselves to any particular metaphysical
orontological assumptions, nor to any particular descriptive
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theory. We are then*in a position that at least has the virtue
of -not violating our cOmmonsense epittemolegy in advance of any
Justification for doing so. The pragmatic notions of belief,
doubti-and habit are immediately accessible for those further
deductive and inductive derivations which Peirce said must follow
from any admissible hypdthesis.

5.22 Of course, merely not begging the questions is not a
sufficient recommendation for an epistemological model, though it
is necessary to a' serviceable model. Pragmatism can be recom-
mended on the ground that a consequence or corollary of the con-
cept--a consisterm concept--is concordant in many respects with
fruitful hypotheses and experimentation in another field,
psychology.

5.3 To add to the assumptions operating here, I propose
that the field If investigation most productive of concepts use-
ful in the development of educational theory is psychology. I do
not think documentation is necessary. Variations of behaviorism
have largely dominated American educational psychology for
several decades, but the focus was shifting by the time Tolman's
collected papers (27) were published in 1951, and bad markedly
shifted a decade later toward a cognitive emphasis. The now
strong cognitive approach is in many respects an experimental
equivalent of Peirce's conceptual approach: e.g., Mowrer's
concern with symbolic processes (22).

5.31 The concept of habit as a rule of action depends on
the accumulation of experience, perceptual judgments, and cogni-
tions that are mutually effective and concordant. Thus, Peirce
could say, "... 4 the identity of a man consists in the consist-ency he does and thinks . ." (5.315). And this con-tention is based on a characterization of consciousness; "some-
times used to signify the ,t think, or unity in thought; but the
unity is nothing but consistency, or the recognition of it"
(5.313). If belief is the recognition of consistencies, thendoubt is the recognition of inconsistencies. This conception
would seem to bear some relation to psychological cognitive con-
sistency theories developed in the past two decades.

5.32 HtQuire, in his survey of consistency theories,
characterizes them as having "in common the notion that the per-son tends to behave in ways that minimize the internal inconsist-ency among his interpersonal relations, among his intraperspnal
cognitions, or among his Wiefs, feelings, and actions" (20: 1).
This characterization ii distinctly reminiscent, if only very
generally, of Peirce's development of the concept of belief. If,for example, one were to. set out to extract from,Peirce's work.
a definition of rationality--a 'not unreasonable task--he might,
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very. well derive's statement strikingly similar to McQuire's

'characterization of donsistendytheOries. To the extent that

this contention is valid,' we have in pragmatism a philosophical
or conceptual -equivsl#ntpf a very productive area of psychO7

logical,:theory,: NOtiire,notes"of consistency theories, .

they-seOn to us to: urnish thi theoriOcal pOipt of; departure
social,psycheilOgidal research than does

any other one thipritical notion's (20i 2). MCQuire suggests

(20: 41ff).that consistency notions best fit into current psycho-
logical thinking at the. level of motivational functions, a behav-
ioral. area very likely crucial to the development of educational

theory...

5.4 Many philosophers of education now hold that our
appropriate role with respect to educational theory is that of
the critical analyst who surveys the comosagbases of theory

for "fit°,or consistency among the theoretical concepts and
between theory .and educational functions. If the pragmatic
epistemology is a,philosophical equivalent of experimental

enttheories potially fruitful-for the derivation of educational
theory, the philosopher of education has at hand a potentially
strong tool for the necessary epistemological assessment of the

fit between educational theory and its behavioral scientific

correlates.
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11: .The intent of this study 7-now,..I hope, both apparent

and moit40-Y iiicce$40.17-1.4 to,_assess.ene potential fruitfulness
of emploYing a pragmatiSm aiiectly derived from Peirce as a grin-
cipaltool:of educational, philosophy._

.6.2 To this end I have Summarized the principal epistemo-
logical concepts of ,pragmatism and of its offspring, Dewey's exper-
imentalism. And I have:appraised briefly. the major differences
of Peirce's seminal theory and DeweY's adaptations, which have
been influential on educational theory.

6.3 1 hive sketched the principal dimensions of the pos-
sible ground for taking pragmatism as a primary critical tool for
educational philosophy. I assume that I have not completed a
task, but exhibited how it might be begun. The posited concord-
ance of pragmatism and cognitive. consistency notions is illustra-
tive only of several. dimensions along which a continuing study
might proceed. As for all properly conceived philosophical
inquiries, and in the spirit of pragmatism, I claim for this
study only suggestive, not conclusiVe, power.
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